PRODUCTS - Browse items by category and subcategory in order to find the best product for the job.

MY ACCOUNT - Manage account information, view invoices, view PODs, edit job information and view previous and saved orders.

MY BUSINESS - Order products that have been previously quoted quickly and easily by using ‘My Jobs’ and ‘My Contract Items’ or manage items you’ve added to ‘My Lists’ to organize a job.

SPECIFICATIONS - Search for specific documents such as MSDS, SPEC, TECH and INSTALL sheets for specific products.

SEARCH/QUICK ORDER - Search for an item by Keyword or Product ID for quick and easy access to product details. Use the Quick Order to add a single or multiple items straight to the cart.

SALES PERSON - The Sales Person information is always visible and convenient to find.

LIVE CHAT - Connect directly to our knowledgable customer service team for immediate answers or screen to screen tutorials during operation hours.

RENTALS - Rent even faster by submitting an online request to reserve the equipment you need, when you need it.

FEATURED PRODUCTS - Browse through current promotional items and bundle deals.

CART/CHECKOUT - View, edit items you have added to your cart. When you are done shopping you can checkout quickly and easily.
PRODUCT LIST

- **BREADCRUMB NAVIGATION** - Breadcrumb Navigation allows easy access to pages you previously came from.

- **NARROW BY** - A specification filter to help narrow down products you are needing by choosing particular characteristics and viewing only those items.

- **COMPARE** - Comparing items is an easy way to see item specifications side by side and compare them between products.

- **SORT BY** - Sorting is another fast and easy way to find a specific item based on alphabetical order or price.

- **QUANTITY PRICING** - The more you order, the better the price. This will display the quantity break price in order to get discounted pricing.

- **AVAILABILITY/SPECIFICATIONS** - Here you can find whether the product is available as well as see a few of the main specifications associated with the product.

- **QUICK VIEW** - The Quick View will show you product description, price and a detailed image without leaving the current page you are on.

- **ADD TO MY LISTS** - Add items to a list for quick and easy checkout on your next shopping experience. You can access this by clicking the 'My Business' tab in the header.
PRODUCT DETAIL

- **PRICING/AVAILABILITY** - Displays the pricing and availability of the product.

- **PRODUCT DESCRIPTION** - Learn about the products by reading the key features, uses and descriptions.

- **QUANTITY PRICING** - The more you order, the better the price. This will display the quantity break pricing in order to get discounted pricing.

- **SPECIFICATIONS** - Look through the specifications like color, size, or weight to find the right product for your job.

- **DOCUMENTS** - Shows the documents such as MSDS, SPEC, TECH and INSTALL sheets for the product.

- **CALCULATORS** - A tool that is used to provide the amount of product needed to cover a specific surface and allows you to easily add the products straight to your cart.

- **RELATED PRODUCTS** - Shop through products that are related to the item you are currently looking at to ensure you have all the tools and accessories to get the job done right the first time.

- **ZOOM/SHARE** - Zoom to enlarge an image, then share it with someone by entering a name, e-mail and a message.
**QUANTITY UPDATE** - Update a quantity or remove specific products from your cart.

**SAVE ORDER** - This will save the order you have been currently working on and enables you to retrieve it at a later time.

**ADD ITEM NOTES** - Clarify quantity related issues which could possibly occur during the shipping process. For example, how many pounds of steel = How many pieces; How many gallons = How many drums.

**CONTACT INFORMATION** - Need help? The phone number to our knowledgable service representatives is available. Or if you would rather chat online, you can do so during our hours of operation.

**CONTINUE SHOPPING** - Find more products to add to your cart to ensure you get everything for your job the first time.

**CHECKOUT** - Continue to the order summary page to select the job and shipping address it is being delivered to.

**SELECT OR CREATE A NEW JOB** - Create a new job or select a past job you would like to associate with the order.

**SHIPPING INFORMATION** - Create a new ship to or select a past shipping date you would like to associate with the order.
**EDIT CART** - Manage the items currently in your cart before you complete your purchase.

**SHIPPING METHOD** - Choose which warehouse you want to pick your product up at or if you would like to have it delivered. This will also tell you the availability of the items at either location if it is currently out of stock.

**ADD ORDER NOTES** - Add special instruction for the dispatcher or the delivery drivers such as gate codes or placement instructions.

**EDIT SHIPPING INFORMATION** - Allows you to edit the shipping address before you finalize your order.

**PROMOTION CODE** - Enter designated promotional codes to get additional discounts or free products.

**PAYMENT METHOD** - Select the ‘Purchase Order’ option and designate the desired purchase order number.

**SAVE ORDER** - This will save the order you have been currently working on and enables you to retrieve it at a later time.

**PLACE ORDER** - Finalize your order and receive a confirmation e-mail for your personal records.